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VISG CO-ORDINATOR’S NOTE
Last week I was able to attend the second day of the
Resilience to Nature’s Challenges – National Hazards
Research Forum, hosted at Te Papa. It was great
to learn of research across New Zealand’s perils,
with a strong focus on resilience, infrastructure,
communities, and deep partnerships between the
research community and stakeholders. VISG is
proud to do our bit in building and maintaining
a strong partnership between the lifeline sector
and volcanologists.

Natalia Deligne,
GNS Science

Speaking of partnership, this quarter’s Research
Spotlight by Alana Weir recounts how being
based at Taranaki Civil Defence for two months at the
start of her PhD shaped the direction of her research
concerning critical infrastructure in the shadow
of Mt Taranaki.

Over the past 6 months I’ve played an extremely tiny
role in the design of the newly-launched Te Taiao
| Nature zone at Te Papa. I had the pleasure
of working with Te Papa Experience Developer
Ralph Upton, who in this quarter’s one-oﬀ Special
Feature provides a behind the scenes look into how
the Whakarūaumoko | Active Land portion
of Te Taiao was designed. Thank you Ralph for
contributing to the VISG newsletter!
And ﬁnally, after two years (8 newsletters!) of keeping
us well informed of eruptions from around the world,
Sophia Tsang (University of Auckland) has passed
the Global Eruption Roundup baton to Nicole
Allen, a PhD student at the University of Canterbury.
Thank you Sophia for your contribution to VISG over
the last two years –good luck with the ﬁnal months
of your PhD – and welcome Nicole!

NEWS
Dr. Daniel Blake (Resilience to Nature’s Challenges /
QuakeCoRE Postdoctoral Fellow) is coordinating eﬀorts to
adapt the VISG posters for an international audience
due to high overseas interest. These internationalised versions
are being developed in collaboration with NZ and USA science
teams as well as numerous peer reviewers. This project is
supported by funding from the United States Geological Survey
and Volcano Disaster Assistance Programme.
VISG researcher Dr Carol Stewart attended the biennial
World Association of Disaster and Emergency Medicine
(WADEM) Congress in Brisbane in May 2019. Carol gave an
invited talk, Volcanic Health Hazards of the Southwest
Paciﬁc, at an Oceania chapter special session on Paciﬁc Islands
and Disasters. She also contributed to a conference legacy
statement entitled Developing a Framework for Assessing and
Managing Health Consequences of Disasters. This eﬀort is
closely linked to the World Health Organisation led 2019 Global
Platform for Disaster Risk Reduction’s new Health Emergency
and Disaster Risk Management symposium.

www.alg.org.nz/volcanic-impacts

VISG researchers provided scientiﬁc expertise to the newlylaunched Te Taiao | Nature zone at Te Papa. See the
Special Feature by Te Papa experience developer Ralph Upton
to learn more about how Te Taiao was put together.

Whakarūaumoko | Active Land. Photo credit: Te Papa
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RESEARCH SPOTLIGHT

Stakeholders, volcanologists, and the
vulnerability of critical infrastructure

Alana Weir,
University of Canterbury

During ex-Cyclone Gita last autumn, one tree fell on one water pipe, and within 24
hours, 10,000 homes in the Taranaki region were without water. A further 26,000
homes were under a boil-water notice, and the economic impact on the community
was estimated at $4.5million. This one tree has prompted the review of all water
asset management data, an update of emergency plans, and a study of appropriate
infrastructure resiliency levels. Now consider, if one tree could provoke such disruption,
what might a nearby volcanic eruption do?
The Taranaki region has its own nearby volcano: the
topographically dominant Mt Taranaki, which is surrounded
by dairy production and processing facilities, oil and gas
operations, and supporting infrastructure. Mt Taranaki has an
eruption likelihood of 33 – 42% within the next 50 years. This
combination of hazard potential and high exposure prompted
the question that underpins my PhD: what impact would a Mt
Taranaki eruption have on the surrounding infrastructure
and agriculture? In addressing this question, my main focus
is developing decision-support tools that are useful, useable
and used by local stakeholders. My primary stakeholder is the
Taranaki Civil Defence and Emergency Management (CDEM)
Group, whose extensive and well-maintained stakeholder
network ensures the dissemination of relevant research outputs
to the wider user community.

www.alg.org.nz/volcanic-impacts

As a novice in the ﬁeld of disaster management, an early objective
of my PhD was to immerse myself in day-to-day civil defence
operations and long-term resilience objectives. Taranaki CDEM
kindly hosted me for 2 months at the Taranaki Emergency
Management Oﬃce, where I shadowed Taranaki CDEM Analyst
Teresa Gordon. I attended local council and advisory group
meetings, and had many informative informal discussions about
the potential outputs of my PhD. Ex-cyclone Gita hit Taranaki in
the 2nd week of my immersion. Being part of the CDEM response
team dealing with the ensuing water outage inspired my main
research question: how interdependent are critical infrastructure
networks, and how can we include this information quantitatively
in vulnerability models and impact assessment frameworks?
Over the past 6 months, I’ve worked with open-access datasets,
and industry and council representatives to collate data from
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Left: Map showing disruption (black and grey) to critical infrastructure due to failure of Transpower Stratford Grid Exit Point (GXP) given
current networks. Right: Map showing disruption (black) to critical infrastructure due to failure of Stratford GXP given the addition of 220
kV transmission (dashed red line) and 33 kV distribution (dashed yellow line) power lines.
all critical infrastructure sectors in Taranaki, and have found
a strong dependence of all sectors on the Stratford power grid
exit point (GXP). This isn’t surprising, considering this is the
primary power transmission entry point for the region. What
I didn’t expect was the strong dependence of the majority of
potable water and waste water customers on only a handful
of water treatment plants. This has considerable implications
for industry and agriculture in the region, where potable water
supply and eﬀective waste water networks are essential for
their daily operations. By identifying and quantifying these
interdependencies, I can now identify the most systemically
vulnerable infrastructural assets in the Taranaki region. In my
infrastructure model, I can quantify the change in customer loss
of service with the theoretical implementation of ‘hard’ (e.g. the
construction of additional infrastructure) and ‘soft’ (e.g. tactical
shut down of assets) mitigation measures.
Mt Taranaki has the potential to produce spatially and
directionally distinct volcanic hazards (such as volcanic ash,
lahars and pyroclastic ﬂows) with diﬀerent physical behaviours.
The response of the infrastructure system will therefore vary
depending on the type of volcanic activity. My goal is to continue
to work closely with Taranaki CDEM and infrastructure
managers to identify the optimal mitigation measures under
diﬀerent eruption regimes. My model has the potential to
inform planning and policy pre-volcanic event, but perhaps
more importantly, inform an adaptive response during a period

www.alg.org.nz/volcanic-impacts

of complex, prolonged volcanic activity.
My continued engagement with Taranaki CDEM throughout my
PhD is integral in my work towards providing useable, useful
and used research products to local stakeholders and end-users.
The Taranaki CDEM group’s enthusiasm, ﬂexibility and local
knowledge is invaluable, and as a result, I hope to provide local
stakeholders with relevant, eﬀective decision-support tools for
planning and responding to the next eruption at Mt Taranaki.
My PhD is part of a larger collaboration between Taranaki CDEM
and the Natural Hazards Research Platform funding program,
involving practitioners and researchers from many institutions
across New Zealand.
- A. Weir

GETTING INVOLVED
Contact details for Alana Weir:

alana.weir@pg.canterbury.ac.nz
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SPECIAL FEATURE

Active Land, Active Visitors
Ralph Upton, Te Papa

Young visitors using the tsunami tank. Photo credit: Te Papa

We live in an active land. To thrive here,
we need to be active too.
Those are the guiding ideas behind Whakarūaumoko | Active
Land, the exhibition that forms one third of the new Te Taiao |
Nature zone at Te Papa. We wanted visitors to leave the exhibition
with the understanding that although tectonic and volcanic
forces are powerful, they have power too, through their actions.
The last thing we wanted was for people to walk away with a
fatalistic view - ‘if it happens, there’s nothing I can do about it’.
We saw our role as not only to inform people, but to prompt them
to action.
But how to make to make these ideas memorable? Text and
diagrams are often overlooked in museums, no matter how
beautifully they are presented. How do you make an idea ‘sticky?’
Here are a few of the tools we made use of.
First - embody the learning. A good way to make things
memorable is to connect them to a physical experience. In our
hand-operated our tsunami tank, we knew that the action of
making a wave, and seeing its eﬀect, would be a strong way to
bring this underappreciated hazard to light. Seeing the wave that

www.alg.org.nz/volcanic-impacts

you made inundate low-lying houses, while buildings higher up
stay safe, is more a memorable experience than just watching a
video. You can see for yourself why ‘Long? Or strong? Get gone’
is a piece of advice worth following. When you hear families
discover this idea together, you know it’ll be remembered.
Similarly, we rejected an initial design for the tsunami tank that
was driven by a cranking motion, in favour of one that required
a shunting action more akin to the movement of an earthquake.
We know that people remember things they do rather than things
they read, so we wanted to connect the concept and the action
as closely as possible.
Another approach is to make things personal. That’s why we
presented our hazard forecasts on large-scale maps of NZ. We
knew that visitors always like to locate themselves on maps
when they come across them in museums; it’s human nature to
point and say ‘here’s where we live’. Having three maps - one for
tsunami, one for earthquakes, and one for volcanic eruptions
- carries home a key message at a glance; wherever you live in
Aotearoa, it pays to be prepared. There’s a lot of detail there,
too, for those few who read more closely – but we know that our
graphics have to work at a glance.
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Finally, we wanted to make people feel empowered by letting them
share their thoughts and feelings in a creative task. Alongside
a real blackboard showing responses gathered in the aftermath
of the 2011 Christchurch earthquake, we placed a blackboard of
our own, which carries the initial prompt ‘I deal with fear by ...’
(the prompts will change out in the future). The responses are
wide ranging, from signatures to serious reﬂections. The goal
was to create a space for people to respond emotionally and to
feel connected to others. After all, we’re all living in this active
land together.
Ralph Upton is an experience developer at Te Papa.
Whakarūaumoko | Active Land was developed in
partnership with GNS Science and EQC.

Young visitor using the tsunami tank. Photo credit: Te Papa
Images speak louder than words – on the same risk map, we
initially tried to describe the possible impacts of these hazards
in words. That’s especially hard to do given the fact that in a fully
bilingual exhibition like this one, space for text is at a premium.
We realised it would be better to show rather than tell, and so we
used photos of the diﬀerent impacts - three per hazard, showing
increasing impacts. A picture’s worth a thousand words, and that
became obvious when we saw the layout. No description matches
the impact of a real photo of deep volcanic or tsunami damage.

RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS
GNS Science Reports
DEVORA novel monitoring techniques workshop,
25 October 2018
Natalia Deligne from GNS Science and coauthors from GNS
Science, the University of Auckland, and Auckland Council.
Dr Natalia Deligne and coauthors summarises findings
from the DEVORA novel monitoring techniques workshop,
held in October 2018 as part of the annual DEVORA forum.
This workshop, requested by Auckland Council, sought to
identify and explore novel monitoring techniques, some of
which might, through further research, development, and
validation, lead to earlier detection of Auckland Volcanic Field
unrest and decreased uncertainty in conﬁrming unrest and
likely future activity. The report can be freely downloaded at:
https://shop.gns.cri.nz/sr_2019-21-pdf.

Earthquake house. Photo credit: Te Papa

Carol Stewart from Joint Centre for Disaster Research and College
of Health, Massey University, Graham Leonard from GNS Science
Drs Carol Stewart and Graham Leonard compares a
customised, internationally-ratiﬁed method for determining
the hazard from soluble elements in fresh volcanic ashfall
to a standard, commercially-available test method.
The aim is to expand the national capacity for rapid
ash hazard assessment following an explosive volcanic
eruption. The report can be freely downloaded from:
https://shop.gns.cri.nz/sr_2018-41-pdf/.

Assessing the potential of a modiﬁed version of
USEPA Method 1312 for use in eruption response
in New Zealand
Carol Stewart in front of Yasur volcano, Tanna, Vanuatu.

www.alg.org.nz/volcanic-impacts
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GLOBAL ERUPTION ROUNDUP
During this quarter the majority of global volcanic activity has
occurred at long-term active volcanoes. Eruptions have fortunately
been relatively small during the previous few months, with some
long-term active volcanoes even decreasing in activity.
Note: The New Zealand Volcano Alert Level system is different
from alert/warning level systems used in Mexico and Indonesia
– refer to the GeoNet webpage for details on the New Zealand system.
Nicole Allen,
University of Canterbury

Life at the base of Popocatépetl during recent activity. Photo credit: Felipe Pérez

Popocatépetl, Mexico
Popocatépetl has been erupting intermittently since 1994. In late
March activity at the volcano increased resulting in the alert level
of the volcano being increased to Yellow phase 3. A traﬃc light
alert level system is used for Popocatépetl where yellow phase 3
is the third highest warning level of a total of seven levels, with
the next highest warning level (red phase 1) advising evacuations.
During the March eruption the generated tephra plumes rose up
to 3km, with ashfall being reported in numerous populated areas
up to 45km from the volcano. Volcanic ballistics were ejected
from the volcano, setting pastures on the ﬂanks of the volcano

www.alg.org.nz/volcanic-impacts

alight. The alert level has since reduced to Yellow phase 2 but
activity continues with eruptions in April and late May generating
smaller tephra plumes. Mexico’s National Centre for Disaster
Prevention (CENAPRED) are continuously advising people to
remain more than 12km from the volcano, but despite this at least
two groups of people have posted videos of themselves reaching
the volcano’s crater on social media. Despite the ongoing activity
of Popocatépetl the populations surrounding the volcano have
been continuing their lives as usual and appear unconcerned with
the recent activity.
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Featured Indonesian eruption locations

Mt. Sinabung

Indonesia

Mt. Agung

Sinabung, Indonesia

Agung, Indonesia

In mid-May the alert level of Sinabung was lowered to 3; the
volcano had been at alert level 4 since June 2015. Exclusion
zones surrounding the volcano have been reduced to 3-5km,
having been set at 5-7km while the volcano was in alert level
4. Indonesia’s Centre for Volcanology and Geological Disaster
Mitigation (PVMBG) lowered the volcano’s alert level due to
decreased activity of the volcano over the previous 10 months, but
noted that further eruptions and lahar generation could occur.

Agung has continued its activity since the last eruption round up.
The volcano’s alert level has remained at 3, the second highest
alert level on the Indonesian scale of 1–4, and a 4km radius
exclusion zone is in place. Regular small explosions and tephra
plumes have been observed in the last three months. Some larger
explosions that occurred in May have generated tephra plumes up
to 4km high. Flights in and out of Bali’s Ngurah Rai international
airport were cancelled or diverted on 24th-25th May due to ashfall.
- N.Allen

UPCOMING EVENTS
Save the Date! The free 2019 DEVORA Research Forum
will take place sometime between 20-22 November
2019 at the University of Auckland. The date(s) and
details will be conﬁ rmed over the coming months and
will provided in the September 2019 VISG newsletter.

CONTACT
Dr. Natalia Irma Deligne
Volcanic Hazard and Risk Modeller
GNS Science - Te Pu Ao
PO Box 30368
Lower Hutt 5040
New Zealand
Email: N.Deligne@gns.cri.nz
Tel: +64 4 570 4129
Fax: +64 4 570 4600

The 2019 Volcano Short Course will be back in Auckland
this spring – details will be provided in the September 2019
VISG newsletter.

VISG

VOLCANIC IMPACT STUDY GROUP

www.alg.org.nz/volcanic-impacts
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